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An indirect measurement of the antiproton flux in cosmic rays is possible as the particles undergo
deflection by the geomagnetic field. This effect can be measured by studying the deficit in the flux,
or shadow, created by the Moon as it absorbs cosmic rays that are headed towards the Earth. The
shadow is displaced from the actual position of the Moon due to geomagnetic deflection, which is a
function of the energy and charge of the cosmic rays. The displacement provides a natural tool for
momentum/charge discrimination that can be used to study the composition of cosmic rays. Using
33 months of data comprising more than 80 billion cosmic rays measured by the High Altitude Water
Cherenkov (HAWC) observatory, we have analyzed the Moon shadow to search for TeV antiprotons
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in cosmic rays. We present our first upper limits on the p̄/p fraction, which in the absence of any
direct measurements, provide the tightest available constraints of ∼ 1% on the antiproton fraction
for energies between 1 and 10 TeV.

I. INTRODUCTION

Precision measurements of the cosmic-ray spectrum
have brought an increased focus on antiparticles as a
valuable tool for studying fundamental physics at very
high energies. In standard models of cosmic-ray propa-
gation, antiparticles such as e+, p̄ and 3He are produced
as secondary species when primary cosmic-ray protons
collide with interstellar gas in the Galaxy [1]. This pic-
ture is consistent with measurements of the antiproton to
proton ratio between 10 GeV and 60 GeV made by several
experiments, including BESS [2], HEAT [3], CAPRICE
[4], PAMELA [5] and AMS-02 [6]. At higher energies the
ratio of secondary to primary components is an impor-
tant testing ground for hitherto undiscovered sources of
cosmic rays.

Measurements of the fluxes of individual species up to
a few hundred GeV have revealed spectral features that
are at odds with the predictions of propagation models
[6–8] that take into account diffusion, energy losses
and gains, and particle production and disintegration
[9, 10]. While adequately explaining some secondary to
primary ratios such as B/C, the models do not seem to
produce enough antiparticles to match the observations
of recent high-statistics experiments [11–16]. The
latest data from the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer
(AMS-02) shows that the antiproton to proton ratio
p̄/p is independent of rigidity (momentum divided by
electric charge) between 10 GV and 450 GV [6], whereas
in pure secondary production the ratio is expected to
decrease with increasing rigidity [12]. The antiproton
to positron flux ratio p̄/e+ is also constant above 30
GV [6], which is inconsistent with the different energy
loss rates suffered by p̄ and e+ in the interstellar medium.

The observed excesses in fluxes of antiparticles could
be due to unaccounted for astrophysical sources,decay
or annihilation of exotic particles in physics beyond the
standard model, or simply a reflection of uncertainties in
our knowledge of the interstellar medium (ISM) and the
interaction cross-sections used in secondary production
models [6, 14].

The search for new sources of antiparticles also makes
antiprotons a potential target for indirect detection of
dark matter. Annihilating or decaying dark matter may
produce abundant p̄ in hadronization processes that show
up as an excess above the secondary-particle background
in the spectrum [17]. A sharp cut-off in the fraction of
antiprotons at a given energy could signal a dark matter
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particle in the same mass range undergoing annihilation
[18]. The flattening of the p̄/p ratio at a few hundred
GeV has led to lower limits on dark matter mass mχ up
to ∼ 2 TeV [19, 20], leaving the multi-TeV range open as
testing ground for different scenarios.

Supernova remnants (SNRs) can also contribute to the
p̄ flux, resulting in a smooth increase in p̄/p until a maxi-
mum cut-off energy where it flattens [21, 22]. Depending
on the age of the supernova remnant, the maximum ac-
celeration energy can be O(10 TeV), making TeV antipro-
tons important probes of astrophysical sources [21, 23].
Characterizing the secondary antiparticle spectra across
all accessible energies is therefore a well-motivated prob-
lem.

Measuring cosmic-ray antiprotons is a challenge owing
to their very low flux at high energies and the difficulty
of charge separation amongst hadrons in cosmic-ray de-
tectors. While balloon and satellite experiments have
good charge-sign resolution, they are limited in their ex-
posure and their maximum energy sensitivity [24, 25].
AMS-02, for example, has provided direct measurements
of the antiproton fraction up to 450 GeV. Ground based
air shower arrays, with their large effective areas, can
probe higher energies but are limited in their capability
to identify individual primary particles. One approach to
circumvent this problem is to study the deficit produced
by the Moon in the cosmic-ray flux. The observation of
this deficit or the Moon shadow is a common technique
used by ground based cosmic-ray detectors to calibrate
their angular resolution and pointing accuracy [26, 27].
Moreover, the position of the shadow is offset from the
true location of the Moon due to the deflection of cosmic
rays in the geomagnetic field. As a result, observations
of the shadow can be used for momentum and charge-
based separation of cosmic rays [28–30]. By observing
the Moon shadow, the ARGO-YBJ, MILAGRO, Tibet
AS-γ and the L3 collaborations estimated upper limits
on the p̄/p ratio above 1 TeV at a few percent level [29?
–31].

The High Altitude Water Cherenkov Observatory
(HAWC) is one of the very few operational ground-based
experiments that can extend the p̄/p limits further into
the very high energy regime. In this paper we use the
measured Moon shadow to obtain the most constrain-
ing upper limits on the p̄/p ratio at energies between 1
TeV and 10 TeV. The paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion II describes the HAWC detector and the procedure
of data selection. Section III discusses how the Moon
shadow can be used to separate antiprotons from protons
and also how to infer the experimental sensitivity of this
measurement. Section IV shows the results of the search
and the 95% upper limits on the p̄/p ratio. Systematic
uncertainties are also discussed in Section IV. Section V
provides an outlook and concludes the paper.
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II. HIGH ALTITUDE WATER CHERENKOV
OBSERVATORY

A. The Detector

The HAWC Observatory, located at an altitude of
4100 m above sea-level at Sierra Negra, Mexico, is a
wide field-of-view detector array for TeV gamma rays
and cosmic rays. It consists of 300 water Cherenkov
detectors (WCDs) laid out over 22,000 m2. Each WCD
is a tank 7.3 m in diameter and 4.5 m in height filled
with 180,000 liters of purified water. Four upward-facing
large-area photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are anchored
to the bottom of each WCD. Extensive air showers
produced by incoming cosmic rays and gamma rays can
trigger the PMTs as the cascade of secondary particles
passes through the WCDs.

HAWC’s nominal trigger rate is 25kHz, with the vast
majority of triggers being due to air shower events. For
this analysis, we use a multiplicity condition of at least 75
channels(PMTs) to be hit within a 150 ns time window to
sort events as candidate air showers. After determining
the effective charge in each PMT [32], any incorrectly
calibrated triggers are removed and the events are re-
constructed to obtain a lateral fit to the distribution of
charge on the array. Combining this with the hit times
of the PMTs allows us to infer shower parameters such
as direction, location of the shower core, energy of the
primary particle and particle type (cosmic ray or gamma
ray).

For estimating the energy of a cosmic-ray shower, we
search a set of probability tables containing the lateral
distribution of hits for a range of simulated proton ener-
gies and zenith angles. A likelihood value for each PMT
is extracted from the table for a given shower with recon-
structed zenith angle and core position. For each simu-
lated bin of energy, the likelihood values are summed for
all PMTs. The best estimate of energy corresponds to
the bin with the maximum likelihood [33]. A complete
description of the hardware and the data reconstruction
methods used can be found in [32, 34].

B. Simulations

The event reconstruction and detector calibration
make use of simulated extensive air showers generated
with the CORSIKA package (v 7.40) [35], using the
QGSJet-II-03 [36] model for hadronic interactions. This
is followed by a GEANT4 (v4.10) simulation of secondary
particles interacting with the HAWC array [37]. Custom
software is then used to model the detector response tak-
ing into account the PMT efficiencies and noise in the
readout channels [32, 34].

The cosmic-ray spectrum used in the simulations in-
cludes eight primary species (H, He, C, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Fe)
with abundances based on the measurements by satellite

Bin log(E/GeV) Events/ 109

0 3.0 - 3.2 3.49
1 3.2 - 3.4 17.67
2 3.4 - 3.6 18.98
3 3.6 - 3.8 13.50
4 3.8 - 4.0 11.21
5 4.0 - 4.2 7.63
6 4.2 - 4.4 4.45
7 > 4.4 4.44

TABLE I. Reconstructed energy and number of events in each
bin after applying the data quality cuts.

and balloon experiments like CREAM [38], PAMELA
[39], ATIC-2 [40] and AMS [41]. The fluxes are pa-
rameterized using broken power law fits [33]. In addi-
tion, we also calculate the geomagnetic deflection of each
cosmic-ray species. This is done by backtracing parti-
cles in the geomagnetic field from the location of HAWC
to the Moon. The magnetic field is described by the
most recent International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(IGRF) model [42]. The detailed implementation of the
particle propagation is described in [33]. By comparing
the observed deflection with the expected results from
the simulation, we can validate the energy scale and the
pointing accuracy of the detector.

C. The Data

This work uses data collected by HAWC between
November 2014 and August 2017. To ensure optimal re-
construction and energy estimation, only the events with
a zenith angle of less than 45◦ are used. Additional cuts
reject events with shower cores far from the array [32, 33].
The data are divided into energy bins from 1 TeV to 100
TeV with a width of 0.2 in log10 (E/GeV). Over 81 bil-
lion cosmic rays survive these stringent quality cuts as
shown in table I.

III. MOON SHADOW AND THE SEARCH FOR
ANTIPROTONS

A. Observation of the Moon by HAWC

We analyze the cosmic-ray flux by producing a sky-
map of the data. The sky is divided into a grid of pixels of
equal area in equatorial coordinates using the HEALPix
library [43]. Each pixel is centered at a right ascension
and declination given by (α, δ) and covers an angular
width of about 0.1◦. The map-making procedure quan-
tifies the excess or deficit of cosmic-ray counts in every
pixel with respect to an isotropic background. We define
the relative intensity δI as the fractional excess or deficit
of counts in each pixel,

δI =
N(αi, δi)− 〈N(αi, δi)〉

〈N(αi, δi)〉
(1)
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where N(αi, δi) is the number of events in the data map
and 〈N(αi, δi)〉 is the counts in the isotropic reference
map: the background distribution calculated using the
method of Direct Integration [44]. A significance σ is also
assigned to each pixel. The significance is a measure of
the deviation of the data in each bin from the expectation
of the isotropic map, and is calculated according to the
techniques in Li&Ma 1983 [45]. To focus on the Moon,
we subtract the calculated equatorial coordinates of the
Moon from the coordinates of each event so that the final
map is centered on the equatorial position of the Moon
(α′ = α−αmoon, δ

′ = δ−δmoon) - the Moon being located
at (0, 0) after the transformation. The Moon blocks the
incoming cosmic rays, creating a deficit in the observed
signal as shown in Fig. 1. This deficit or “Moon shadow"
is displaced from the Moon’s actual position at (α′ =
0, δ′ = 0) because of the deflection of cosmic rays in the
earth’s magnetic field. The expected angular deflection
of a hadronic particle of charge Z and energy E at the
location of HAWC is,

δω ' 1.6◦Z(E/1000 GeV)−1, (2)

which was obtained from simulations [33, 34]. We fit the
shape of the shadow to an asymmetric 2D Gaussian as
discussed in III B and use the centroid at (∆α′,∆δ′) to
describe the offset in position. The shape of the shadow
is smeared along right ascension. This is because the
reconstructed energy bins have a finite width, resulting
in a broad distribution of geomagnetic deflections. The
evolution of the shadow’s width with energy is also a
demonstration of the angular resolution of the detector -
the angular width of the Moon-disc being 0.5◦.
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FIG. 1. The cosmic-ray Moon shadow at different energies in 33 months of data from HAWC. The maps have been smoothed
by a 1◦ top-hat function to visually enhance the shadow. The black cross indicates the actual position of the Moon in the
moon-centered coordinates. The displacement in the centroid of the shadow due to geomagnetic deflection is highest at 1 TeV,
1.9◦ in R.A and 0.3◦ in declination. The offset in both directions decreases with energy approaching (0.21± 0.01)◦ in RA and
(0.05± 0.02)◦ in Dec at 10 TeV.
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Fig. 2 illustrates the fit offset in right ascension as a
function of energy. The expected offset of p and He nuclei
is also shown. We fit the same function from Eq. (2) to
the observed data and calculate Z = 1.30± 0.02, obtain-
ing an approximate estimate of the composition of the
spectrum. Assuming Z is an average of p and He charges
weighted by their abundance in the data, with negligi-
ble contribution from heavier elements, we estimate that
about (70±2)% of the measured primary cosmic ray flux
below 10 TeV is protons. While this fraction is only a
rough estimate of the relative abundance of protons to
helium, it is consistent with our detector efficiency for
the assumed composition models which are based on di-
rect measurements above 100 GeV [33].

103 104

energy [GeV]

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

∆
α
′

p

He
MC fit
∆α

FIG. 2. The deflection of Moon shadow in right ascension as
a function of energy in 33 months of data from HAWC. The
dotted and dashed lines show the estimated deflection for pure
protons and helium nuclei spectra respectively. The solid line
is a fit to the mean deflection obtained from simulation. The
blue points show the observed HAWC data.

B. Finding a p̄ shadow

The observed deflection of the Moon shadow to the
negative values of α′ in Fig. 1 is due to the positively
charged protons and He nuclei in the cosmic-ray flux. In
principle, negatively charged particles would be deflected
in the opposite direction, creating another Moon shadow
in the positive α′, δ′ quadrant as shown in Fig. 3. Hence,
one can search for antiparticles in the cosmic-ray flux by
looking for a second deficit. Below we describe our search
for a second, spatially distinct shadow in the data whose
“depth" or relative intensity is proportional to the flux of
antiprotons blocked by the Moon.

We start with a 2D Gaussian function, Eq. (3), to de-
scribe the shape of the deficit in the Moon shadow. There
are six free parameters in the fit: the centroids x0 and

−4−2024
α′[◦]

−4

−2

0

2

4

δ′
[◦

]

−0.020 −0.015 −0.010 −0.005 0.000

FIG. 3. The observed proton shadow at 1.6 TeV, with 1σ and
2σ width contours of the fitted Gaussian overlaid. The white
ellipses show the expected position of an antiproton shadow
obtained by a 180◦ rotation about the origin.

y0 (or ∆α′,∆δ′), the widths σx and σy, the tilt angle θ
the shadow makes with the α′ axis, and the amplitude
A. The value of the function at each (α′, δ′) or (x, y)
corresponds to the relative intensity at the respective co-
ordinate.

fi(x, y) = A exp(−a(x− x0)2 + 2b(x− x0)(y − y0)

− c(y − y0)2) (3)

with

a =
cos2 θ

2σ2
x

+
sin2 θ

2σ2
y

, b =
− sin 2θ

4σ2
x

+
sin 2θ

4σ2
y

,

c =
sin2 θ

2σ2
x

+
cos2 θ

2σ2
y

.

Assuming the data contain both a p and p̄ shadow, we fit
a sum of two elliptical Gaussian functions to the map:

δI(x, y) = Fp(x, y)+Fp̄(x, y) = Fp(x, y)+r·Fp(x, y), (4)

This can be used to measure the ratio p̄/p (denoted
by r) or place upper limits if no second shadow is ob-
served. Considering that antiproton and proton spectra
have similar functional behavior at high energies [6], we
assume that an antiproton shadow should be a symmetric
counterpart of the proton shadow, with the same mag-
nitudes of all parameters except the amplitude A, and
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reflected about the declination and the right ascension
axes. This means that in principle if we know the shape
and position of the proton shadow from data or Monte
Carlo, then we also have that information for the antipro-
ton shadow. For conservative limits, we assume that the
shadows are almost purely due to p and p̄ with similar
spectra, and a negligible fraction of heavier nuclei. The
systematic uncertainty introduced by this assumption is
discussed in Section IVA.

To simplify the problem, we perform the fit in two
steps. First, we fit only the proton shadow to a single
Gaussian and obtain the best fit values for the six free
parameters. Then we fit the antiproton shadow by fixing
its width and position using the values obtained in step
1. The amplitude of p̄ can be written as r · A where
r = p̄/p is the ratio of antiprotons to protons. We then
use a simple maximum likelihood to obtain the value of
r.

1. Likelihood fit

To fit the antiproton shadow, we maximize the log-
likelihood function

logL = −1

2

N∑
i

(δIi − δI(xi, yi, r))
2

σ2
i

(5)

where δIi is the relative intensity in the ith pixel of the
Moon map for a given energy bin, σi is the standard
deviation in the relative intensity and δI(x, y, r) is the
superposition of two Gaussians as shown in Eq. (4). We
minimize − logL using a grid search of over 104 values
of r. The resulting curve (Fig. 4) follows a Gaussian
distribution. Its minimum corresponds to the optimal
value r̂. The contours of ∆ logL(r) with respect to the
minimum define the uncertainties in r̂.

As illustrated for bin 2 in the left panel of Fig. 4,
the Gaussian likelihood indicates a null result, i.e no
antiproton shadow, with a negative value for r̂ which
is outside the physically allowed interval. To account
for such underfluctuations of data and ensure that the
reported r at the 95% confidence level (C.L.) is always
positive, we calculate the upper limits following the
Feldman & Cousins procedure [46]. We use an imple-
mentation of the Feldman-Cousins confidence interval
construction technique for a Gaussian that is truncated
at zero, corresponding to our likelihood function for
r > 0, Fig. 4. The right panel in Fig. 4 shows the 95%
upper and lower limits versus the measured values of r
in this scheme.

Applying the procedure described above to all bins
with energy below 10 TeV, we obtain the upper limits
shown in Fig. 5. We restrict the analysis to bin 5 (10

TeV) and below because the increased abundance of he-
lium may bias the results at higher energies [38]. These
issues will be addressed with improved particle discrimi-
nation techniques in future work.

2. Sensitivity Calculation

To study the effect of statistical fluctuations in the
data on our computed upper limits, we calculate the
sensitivity of HAWC to the antiproton shadow. In this
context, the sensitivity refers to the average limit HAWC
would obtain in an ensemble of similar experiments
with no antiproton signal [46]. This provides us with an
independent range of minimum values of r that could
be detected with at least a 95% probability. In this
way we can check for anomalous fluctuations in the
background that may cause the measured upper lim-
its to be significantly lower or greater than the sensitivity.

In this analysis, the absence of a shadow in any sam-
pled region (other than the Moon) indicates that, bar-
ring fluctuations, the sampled data is consistent with the
background. We compute the expected limit or sensitiv-
ity by searching for the antiproton shadow in 72 different
regions — each a circle of radius 5◦ — that are not within
ten degrees of the Moon’s position. We followed the pro-
cedure described in Section III B to fit the proton shadow
at ∆α′,∆δ′. However, instead of −∆α,−∆δ for the an-
tiproton shadow, we used a random centroid at least 10◦

away from the true Moon position. This ensures that
we are only sampling off-source or background-only re-
gions. After repeating the fit on the 72 selected regions,
we obtain a distribution of upper limits (yellow band in
Fig. 5) or expected limits from only background. We
notice that our 95% upper limits fall within the range
defined by the sensitivity of HAWC, alongside room for
improvement with more statistics in future.

IV. RESULTS

Table II lists the 95%(90%) upper limits from HAWC
for different energy bins. With the high statistics avail-
able, the best results are 1.1% at 95% C.L. and 0.3% at
90% C.L. which is an order of magnitude improvement
on previously published limits [29? , 30]. Figure 5 places
our results in the context of past measurements and the-
oretical models. We are able to demonstrate HAWC’s
capability in performing an important constraining mea-
surement at energies currently not accessible to direct
detection experiments.
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FIG. 4. Left :The log-likelihood distribution for bin 2 (reconstructed median energy = 2.5 TeV). The blue dotted line shows the
r interval corresponding to a 2∆ logL of 2.71. Right : The corresponding Feldman-Cousins interval [46]. The green dashed line
shows the Feldman-Cousins 95% upper limit for the measurement shown on the left.

FIG. 5. Measurements of p̄/p in the GeV range and upper limits at the TeV scale. The yellow and shaded bands show HAWC
sensitivity and systematic uncertainties respectively. The solid line shows the expected ratio from a purely secondary production
of antiprotons [47]. The dotted line postulates primary antiproton production in supernovae [21]. Note that the other upper
limits published above 1 TeV by ARGO-YBJ, L3 and Tibet AS-γ are 90% intervals while the HAWC limits are at the 95% C.L.

A. Systematic Uncertainties

1. Composition

One underlying assumption behind the fitting process
is that the observed Moon shadow is predominantly due

to incident cosmic-ray protons. However, the observed
deflection and its comparison with simulations in Fig.
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log (E/GeV) σx σy p̄/p[95(90) CL][%]
3.0 1.45± 0.12 0.90± 0.07 8.4 (6.6)
3.2 1.24± 0.05 0.74± 0.02 3.2 (2.5)
3.4 0.93± 0.02 0.58± 0.01 1.1 (0.3)
3.6 0.65± 0.01 0.51± 0.01 1.1 (0.8)
3.8 0.56± 0.01 0.49± 0.01 1.9 (1.2)
4.0 0.48± 0.01 0.47± 0.01 1.9 (1.1)

TABLE II. Estimated mean energies, shadow widths and
HAWC 95% and 90% upper limits on the antiproton fraction.

2 indicate a He component of up to 30%. This leads
to an overestimate of the denominator in p̄/p, making
the limits on r overly conservative. Several cosmic-ray
experiments including AMS [48], CREAM [38] and
PAMELA [39] have measured a He fraction at 1 TeV
around 25% and show a hardening of the spectrum
at multi-TeV energies [38]. The parameters of the fit
showing the greatest sensitivity to He contamination
are the amplitude and the offset in right ascension.
We notice that the difference between the observed
offset and pure proton offset is a small fraction of the
width of the shadow at all energies explored in this study.

We investigated the systematic effect of varying the
shadow parameters based on the proton spectrum of the
composition model used in HAWC simulations. The up-
per limits were computed again after reducing the shadow
deficit by 20% − 30% and shifting the offset to that ex-
pected from a pure proton shadow. These two factors
were varied jointly, keeping all other parameters con-
stant. Assuming no antihelium in the composition, we
notice that a 20− 25% decrease in the shadow intensity
along with a corresponding change in offset improves the
limits by a factor of 2− 8 depending on energy. Figure 5
shows the composition uncertainty in the shaded band,
illustrating that our current results are conservative.

2. Energy Reconstruction

The energy binning also contains systematic errors
propagated from the probability tables used for estimat-
ing the energy of an air shower. The four dimensional
tables have bins in zenith angle, the charge measured
by a PMT, the distance of the PMT from the shower
core and primary energy. The finite resolution and lim-

ited statistics in the tables contribute to the uncertainty
in the likelihood and hence a bias between the true en-
ergy value and the reconstructed energy [33]. The trigger
multiplicity and strict zenith angle cuts in this work were
used to ensure the optimal performance of the energy es-
timator such that the bias in log10E is restricted to the
width of each energy bin [49]. Any systematic shift in en-
ergy scale is directly propagated into the estimated flux
[33] of protons. We studied this again by varying the
shadow amplitude corresponding to the shift in flux that
would result from a 10% change in the energy scale. Fig-
ure 5 shows that the corresponding shift in results falls
within the range of expected limits.

The event reconstruction is also affected by shower
fluctuations, the quantum efficiency and charge resolu-
tion of PMTs, and the interaction models used in array
simulations [32, 33]. In addition, the approximation of
the Moon-disc with a 2D Gaussian may also produce a
bias in the calculated deficit in different regions of the
shadow. However, the systematic contribution of these
effects on the estimated flux is of the order 5% [33], leav-
ing the He contamination and energy scaling as the dom-
inant sources of uncertainty.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Probing the antiproton spectrum at TeV energies is
an important prelude to developing a consistent theory
to explain the production and propagation of secondary
cosmic rays. The HAWC Observatory, with its contin-
uous operation and sensitivity to TeV cosmic rays can
constrain the p̄ fraction. We achieve this by using the
high-significance observation of the Moon shadow offset
in position as a template for an antiproton shadow. The
shape of the shadow is described by a two dimensional
Gaussian with the ratio of p̄/p as a key parameter of the
fit. With no observed antiproton shadow, we are able to
place upper limits on p̄/p up to 10 TeV. The limits of
1.1% at 2.5 TeV and 4 TeV, and 1.9% at 10 TeV set an
experimental bound that any models predicting a rise in
the p̄/p fraction must satisfy [23]. While these constraints
are the strongest available at multi-TeV energies, we ex-
pect they can be improved with more HAWC data in the
future, and can shed light on the secondary cosmic-ray
background and potential signatures of new physics.
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